Abstract
Increasing the energy efficiency of end-use equipment in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors can reduce air pollution emissions and greenhouse gases significantly. Because energy efficiency is an effective means of reducing multi-pollutant emissions, it is important to ensure that energy efficiency is a fully engaged component of emission-reduction programs. However, while energy-efficiency measures are perceived by many stakeholders to be important options for improving air quality, some members in the air quality community are concerned about the ability of these measures to fit in a regulatory framework-in particular, the ability of emissions reductions from energy-efficiency measures to be real, quantifiable, certifiable, and enforceable. Hence, there are few air quality programs that include energy efficiency as a tool for complying with air quality regulations. This paper describes the connection between energy consumption and air quality, the potential role of energy-efficiency measures to meet air quality regulations, the barriers and challenges to the use of these measures in the air quality regulatory environment, and the potential role that the U.S. Department of Energy's (USDOE) Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy's Building Technology, State and Community Programs (EERE-Buildings) could play in this area.
EERE-Buildings can play a very important role in promoting energy efficiency in the air quality community, in ways that are fully consistent with its overall mission. EERE-Buildings will need to work with other stakeholders to aggressively promote energy efficiency via multiple means: publications, analytical tools, pilot programs, demonstrations, and program and policy analysis and evaluation. EERE-Buildings and state energy officials have considerable experience in implementing and monitoring energy-savings projects, as well as in designing documentation and verification requirements of energy-efficiency improvements. The following lists suggest potential EERE-Buildings activities, grouped by whether EERE-Buildings would play a lead or supporting role.
EERE-Buildings in a Lead Role

•
Develop protocols for quantifying emissions reductions from energy-efficiency building technologies and crediting them in State Implementation Plans (SIPs). For example, EERE-Buildings could support modeling activities and the use of the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) for quantifying emissions reductions.
• Conduct analyses of the role of energy efficiency in integrated multi-pollutant reduction approaches. This study could be similar to that of the Interlaboratory Working Group (IWG 2000) and build upon the State and Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators and Association of Local Air Pollution Control Officials (STAPPA/ALAPCO) study (1999) , but focus on multiple air quality emissions and be conducted either nationally or regionally.
• Conduct research and disseminate information on emerging energy-efficiency technologies and highefficiency building codes and appliances that noncompliance areas could adopt if they want to use energy efficiency as a compliance method. For example, EERE-Buildings could conduct research on new iv technologies that could enable buildings to exceed present building codes by 60% or that could enable appliances to be 60% more efficient than national or state appliance standards.
• Provide financial support and technical assistance to state and regional air quality officials on projects, infrastructure development, education, and training dealing with energy efficiency.
• Encourage each state energy agency to report on the environmental performance of its energy-efficiency programs. For example, EERE-Buildings could examine existing and proposed contracts and agreements with state energy agencies to see if this recommendation could be required as part of the agreement.
• Recognize and reward energy-efficiency projects based on their emission-reduction benefits, as well as their energy-savings benefits. For example, a plaque honoring award winners could be presented at an annual awards ceremony.
•
EERE-Buildings in a Supporting Role
• Broaden awareness of energy-efficiency projects as legitimate opportunities for Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs). Possible activities include: (1) surveying the use of energy-efficiency projects in state SEPs; (2) adding language to SEP guidelines to explicitly encourage efficiency projects, (3) adding efficiency projects to state lists of proposed projects that violators can turn to for ideas when they are negotiating with environmental agencies about potential SEPs; (4) developing tables of certifiable emissions reductions from energy-efficiency technologies and services; (5) preparing reader-friendly descriptions of energy-efficiency projects that could be written into settlements as SEPs; and (6) establishing pools of SEP funds for pollution prevention.
• Improve existing air quality compliance programs: (1) redesign the Acid Rain Program, (2) expand setasides in NO X trading programs, and (3) create user-friendly procedures for including energy efficiency in SIPs generally.
• Design integrated multi-pollutant reduction approaches that explicitly include energy efficiency as a cornerstone in reducing emissions.
• Develop contingency strategies as part of SIPs, to address the uncertainties in projecting both emissionproducing activities and emissions reductions associated with energy-efficiency projects.
EERE-Buildings staff would not be able to do all of this work by itself. In fact, as noted above, EEREBuildings may be a supporting partner, rather than a leader. EERE-Buildings staff would need to work closely with federal, regional, state, and local organizations to leverage funding and technical assistance. For example, EEREBuildings could work with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) federal land management agencies, and other USDOE offices and national laboratories (especially if energy efficiency is combined with renewable v energy) at the federal level. At the regional level, EERE-Buildings could work with the Ozone Transport Commission, Western Interstate Energy Board, and the Western Regional Air Partnership. And at the state level, EERE-Buildings could work with state energy offices, state air quality/environmental agencies, state air regulators, and Native American organizations. State governments have often been the leaders in integrating environmental goals, and their inclusion in the design of federal programs is essential-both to leverage their expertise and to help ensure effective implementation. In all of these collaborations, EERE-Buildings should ensure the appropriate participation of both the private and non-governmental sectors. A workshop to discuss the roles and responsibilities of different partners should be conducted to start the collaboration process.
The USDOE is proposing a pilot program wherein it would collaborate with states to allocate a portion of the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Division's R&D dollars for energy-efficiency projects (Inside Energy 2002) . This proposal is awaiting final approval. The work proposed in this paper could be one of the topics addressed in this pilot program. Many states should be interested in participating with USDOE in this important work.
In conclusion, the USDOE has a significant opportunity (as well as challenge) facing it. Building energy efficiency represents a cost-effective and efficient solution for addressing many of today's air quality problems. The mission of DOE and EERE does not need to change significantly to take advantage of this opportunity. By applying EERE-Buildings' expertise, tools, and resources to this societal issue, this investment will lead to long-term benefits in future years. 1. Introduction
Objective
Increasing the energy efficiency of end-use equipment in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors can reduce air pollution emissions and greenhouse gases significantly. Because energy efficiency is an effective means of reducing multi-pollutant emissions, it is important to ensure that energy efficiency is a fully engaged component of emission-reduction programs. However, while energy-efficiency measures are perceived by many stakeholders to be important options for improving air quality, some members in the air quality community are concerned about the ability of these measures to fit in a regulatory framework-in particular, the ability of emissions reductions from energy-efficiency measures to be real, quantifiable, certifiable, and enforceable. Hence, there are few air quality programs that include energy efficiency as a tool for complying with air quality regulations. This paper describes the connection between energy consumption and air quality, the potential role of energy-efficiency measures to meet air quality regulations, the barriers and challenges to the use of these measures in the air quality regulatory environment, and the potential role that the U.S. Department of Energy's (USDOE) Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy's Building Technology, State and Community Programs (EERE-Buildings) could play in this area. This paper does not discuss two interrelated subjects: global climate change, and renewable energy and energy efficiency in other sectors. This paper does not discuss global climate change because there are neither regulations with associated compliance levels, nor enforcement or fines associated with greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
1 Renewable energy or energy efficiency in other sectors (such as the transportation sector) are not examined because the primary audience for this paper is EERE-Buildings senior management engaged in the process of developing strategic and operational plans for their organization. 
Energy Use, Energy Savings, and Air Quality
The buildings sector (i.e., residential and commercial buildings) is a large user of energy-a significant portion of which is fossil fuel. The buildings sector was nearly the largest share (38%) of energy consumption in the United States in 2000 (Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2001) .
3 Fossil fuels (primarily natural gas)
1 It is worth noting that, unlike post-combustion pollution controls that generally reduce single pollutants, energy-efficiency measures reduce multiple air emissions, including CO 2 . Hence, the activities described in this paper, while not specifically addressing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, will help reduce GHG emissions and will help those states starting to address GHG impacts by recognizing the positive impacts of energy efficiency on carbon emissions. represented approximately 70% and 85% of total energy consumption in the residential and commercial buildings sectors, respectively (ibid.).
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The buildings sector is a significant contributor of criteria pollutant 5 emissions: e.g., in 1999, 48.5% of sulfur dioxide emissions were attributable to buildings energy service demand (45.5% electric and 3% on-site fossil fuel), and 21.5% of nitrogen oxide emissions were attributable to buildings energy service demand (17% electric and 4.5% on-site fossil) (USEPA 2000a). In 1999, the buildings sector also accounted for 35% of carbon dioxide emissions (EIA 2001) . 6 These impacts are expected to continue in the future.
Energy efficiency in the buildings sector can play a significant role in reducing energy use and emissions beyond these projections. The residential and commercial sectors are characterized by a diverse array of energy uses and varying sizes and types of buildings in a wide range of climates; therefore, no single method can be used to improve energy efficiency. Rather, a broad array of technologies is available to reduce criteria pollutants, as well as greenhouse gases, through increasing end-use efficiency.
In one study (Alliance to Save Energy et al. 1997) , the aggressive promotion of energy efficiency and renewable energy would result in the following benefits for the entire U.S. economy in 2010 (as compared to 1990 levels):
• 64% reduction in SO 2 emission (dropping to 7 million tons per year)
• 27% reduction in NO X emissions (dropping to 15 million tons per year)
• 10% reduction in CO 2 emissions (dropping to 1,207 million tons of carbon per year)
• reductions in other pollutants such as fine particles, toxic materials, and hydrocarbons More recently, the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) concluded that low-cost efficiency programs could displace approximately 64,000 megawatts (MW) of generation capacity within a decade nationwide (a 40% reduction in the growth of peak demand), by focusing on just four key areas of opportunity (Nadel et al. 2000) :
• Improving installation and maintenance of residential air conditioners 4 In 2000, residential energy use in the United States was 19.9 quads, and commercial energy use was 16.5 quads (includes electrical system energy losses). Since fossil fuel use accounts for approximately 70% of electricity generation, fossil fuels account for 84% of total residential energy consumption and 85% of total commercial energy consumption. 5 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has set national air quality standards for six principal criteria pollutants: carbon monoxide (CO), lead, nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), ozone (O 3 ), particulate matter (PM 10 ), and sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ). 6 This estimate applies to residential and commercial buildings and excludes the industrial sector. Total carbon dioxide emissions from energy consumption were 1,510.8 million metric tons carbon equivalent. Tons of carbon equivalent can be converted to tons of carbon dioxide gas by multiplying by 3.667.
• Commissioning existing commercial buildings 
Rationale for Federal Government Assistance
In this section, we discuss the rationale for federal government assistance in specifically applying energyefficiency measures for pollution control. More specifically, we discuss the rationale for EERE-Buildings to become involved in the air quality arena. First, individuals and firms tend to overlook the impacts of their actions on society and the environment (i.e., environmental externalities). Thus, the federal government has an important role to play in promoting a clean environment. As discussed in the following pages, the federal government (under the Clean Air Act) has attempted to reduce the amount of air emissions from power producers and has started to develop more flexible options for meeting these regulations. Furthermore, energy efficiency is increasingly being seen by the public sector (and, hopefully, the private sector) as a cost-effective (and sometimes money-saving) option for responding to air quality needs. The federal government can provide information 8 on energy efficiency to help states meet their air quality requirements. This information would also help the private sector by reducing the transaction costs associated with making decisions on energy-efficiency investments. Focusing on building energy efficiency is an appropriate strategy for federal government, because of: (1) the contribution of the building sector to emissions (see previous section), (2) the need to address the market barriers causing the sub-optimal use of energy-efficiency technologies, 9 and (3) the extensive experience of federal energy managers and practitioners in analyzing and implementing energy-efficiency technologies and services in this sector.
7 Some states, like Texas, collect data on the emissions impacts of energy-efficiency programs, but do not publicly report them as an annual report (Taylor 2002) . 8 Information in the broadest sense: not only publications and analytical tools, but also pilot programs, demonstrations, and program and policy analysis, where needed. 9 Examples of barriers in the buildings sector include: (1) lack of information on actual energy use of major appliances, (2) lack of supply of high energy-efficiency equipment from manufacturers, and (3) lack of available financing for investing in energyefficiency measures (Golove and Eto 1996) .
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From a research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) perspective, one of the key reasons for justifying a role for federal government in this area is that the potential aggregate benefits of research in this area are large, but the uncertainties are simply too great for the private sector to shoulder the full research costs. Many private organizations will realize economic gains from research on the energy efficiency/air quality nexus (as described at the end of this paper), but no single organization would realize enough economic gain to justify the full research costs by themselves. As discussed below, the federal government needs to be actively involved in conducting this research-but in collaboration with other public and private entities. Public-private RD&D partnerships are usually the best arrangement, whenever possible. The advantages include leveraging of federal funding with private dollars and ensuring private-sector involvement in public goods activities. Near the end of this paper, we discuss in more detail what EERE-Buildings can offer in this area and the specific types of activities that EERE-Buildings should initiate.
Air Quality Regulation and Energy Efficiency
This section briefly describes key air quality regulations and examples (and opportunities) of how energy efficiency fits in this regulatory environment.
Air Quality Regulation
Clean Air Act
In the United States, the approach to air pollution control has evolved over several decades. Passed in 1963 Passed in and amended in 1970 Passed in , 1978 Passed in , 1990 Passed in , and 1997 , the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) forms the basis for most of the air quality measures in the United States. Under the Clean Air Act, the USEPA establishes national ambient air quality standards for pollutants that cause adverse effects to public health and the environment. The USEPA has set national air quality standards for six principal criteria pollutants (see footnote 5). States are required to establish the emissions targets needed to achieve and maintain compliance with these standards.
State Implementation Plans (SIPs) and Voluntary Programs
The Cle an Air Act a s a me nde d requires s tates to deve lop State I mplementation Plans (SIP) to de monstra te complia nc e w ith national ambient a ir quality standards . A s part of the SIP proc ess , eac h sta te must de ve lop fore ca sts of ec onomic activities to projec t the le ve l of emiss ions and the control me as ure s tha t will reduc e e missions for ea ch air quality c ontrol region that does not me et these s tanda rds (non-a tta inment are as ). The s ta te is re spons ible for e nforc ing the SIP onc e the U SEPA revie ws and a pproves it.
There are three generic opportunities for integrating energy efficiency and renewable resources in the SIP process (National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) 1998):
• Modification of the growth estimates or reference case projection of economic activity/emissions. The first step in preparing a SIP is to de ve lop a re fe rence ca se of e mis sions projec tions by identifying sources of e missions a nd their projec te d use or produc tion. The baseline electricity demand projections are generally based upon a current public policy scenario assumption and/or past trends in electricity intensity. For example, the current public policy scenario generally includes current state building codes and federal appliance efficiency standards. The scenario also may include an explicit assumption concerning utility energy-efficiency programs. USEPA's grow th es timates or refe re nce c ase projec tions of e conomic ac tivity a nd emis sions ca n be modifie d if the change in grow th is the res ult of cle arly identified c ontrol s trate gies that ca n be shown to provide rea l, pe rmane nt, a nd quantifia ble c hange s in growth (USEPA 1999). Therefore, documented and verifiable energy-efficiency improvements that exceed the current standards or baseline assumptions (or revisions to the current standards, such as an updated building code or a home energy rating system, or HERS) could be allowed as an adjustment to a state's growth estimates.
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• Design of additional programs or control measures to reduce emissions. Energy-efficiency measures can be explicit, cost-control measures in SIPs. For example, Te xa s a na lyz ed building code prac tic es and reque ste d a N O X SIP credit for e ne rgy-e fficienc y pra ctice s. Ba se d on an analysis of building code upgra des for the D allas -Fort W orth are a, Te xa s determined that the c odes we re re al, enforce able, a nd quantifiable , the refore mee ting the requireme nts for a SIP c re dit. The c alc ulations re sulte d in a reque st to the USEPA for a c re dit of 0.5 tons pe r day of N O X for that pa rticula r mea sure, whic h the USEPA a pproved (O ehler 2002; Ozone Transport Commiss ion (OTC) 2000).
The Texas Na tural R esource Conse rvation Commiss ion (TN RCC ) and a group of interested stakeholders a re de veloping a n e ne rgy-e fficienc y guida nce plan to determine SIP credits from a la rge se t of energy-effic iency me as ure s (Oe hler 2002). This pla n will formulate an equation by which TN RC C c an ta ke the reduc tion in energy demand tha t has oc curre d through the implementation of energy-effic ie ncy meas ures and c onvert tha t amount into a quantity that ca n be use d for SIP credit. They also plan to deve lop a method that private e ntities will be able to use to obta in similar credits . When ultimately a pproved by the USEPA , the Texa s pla n to us e e ne rgy-e fficienc y mea sures to es ta blish SIP cre dit is expec ted to s et the pre ce dent for facilitating the us e of energy effic iency in the SIP proce ss (Lubow 2002 ).
• Design of market-based programs and economic incentives, using the marketplace to achieve a given level of emission reduction (e.g., emissions budget or cap-and-trade program) at a lower cost. Energy-efficiency programs are fully eligible to receive emission credits or allowances, as discussed in the following pages.
One of the more important a na lytic al and progra mmatic cha llenges is to make s ure tha t e ne rgy-e fficienc y me as ure s are not us ed more than once in the above approac he s (to avoid " double counting"). For example , a progra m promoting energy-effic ie nt appliances must be promoting a pplia nc es that are more e fficient tha n bas eline efficie nc ies (as re flected in the re ference ca se) in order to re ce ive a ir quality credits .
In light of the inc rea sing cost as soc ia ted w ith s tationary sourc e e mission re ductions a nd the difficulty of identifying additional s tationary sourc es of emis sion reduc tions , the USEPA dec ide d to stimula te innovative a pproa che s 6 to e mis sion re duc tions . In 2001, the USEPA introduce d an innovative e mis sion re duc tion approac h w he re SIPs ca n explicitly inc lude cre dits for voluntary stationar y s ource e mis sion re duc tion pr ogr ams under Se ction 110 of the Clea n A ir Ac t (Se itz 2001). Thes e programs must provide e mission re ductions tha t a re quantifiable (and inc lude proc edure s in the SIP to evaluate and verify over time the level of e mis sion re duc tions a ctually ac hie ve d), surplus (i.e., emis sion reduc tions that are not a lre ady required to s atisfy other Clean A ir Ac t requirements for c riteria polluta nts ), pe rm ane nt, and enforce able (i.e., e nforc eable against the State , not a gains t the source-that is , the State is res ponsible for ens uring that e mis sion re duc tions take plac e). Exa mples cite d inc lude programs that reduce elec tricity us age a nd he at is la nd programs.
11 B ec aus e of the innova tion involve d in sta tiona ry source volunta ry me asure s, the U SEPA's inexperie nce in qua ntifying them, and the inability to enforce thes e mea sures a gains t individual sourc es , the USEPA limited the amount of emiss ion reductions likely to be ac hieve d in this program to be 3% of ne ede d reduc tions for "rea sonable further progres s" (R FP), "rate of progre ss " (RO P), or a ttainme nt de monstration purpos es .
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The USEPA ha s expre sse d an intention of is suing a ne w, innovative mea sures SIP guida nce docume nt that could fac ilita te the gre ate r use of e ne rgy-e fficienc y and rene wa ble e nergy programs in the SIP proc ess (Lubow 2002) .
Acid Rain Program and CRER
Title IV of the C le an Air A ct Amendme nts (CA AA) of 1990 s et an a nnual na tiona l emiss ions cap of 8.9 million tons of SO 2 (for utility emiss ion s ource s a bove 25 MW ) to be ma intaine d through the issuance of emis sion allow anc es , be ginning in 2000 w ith the imple me nta tion of Phas e II. Powe r produc ers have various options for reducing SO 2 emis sions , inc luding implementing ene rgy-e fficiency programs. SO 2 allowance s c an be transferred, tra ded, and banked. . Three hundre d thousa nd SO 2 bonus a llowa nc es (a bout 3% of the total emis sion cap of 8.9 million tons ) were set a side to be allocated to utilities for energy-effic iency me as ure s and rene wa ble energy de velopment.
14 Q ua lifying utilities could then opt to either us e the "bonus" c redits genera te d through the C RER to meet their own requireme nts, or se ll them on the open ma rke t. The intent w as not only to encoura ge energy effic iency and renew able ene rgy, but a ls o to provide utilities with greater flexibility and c ontrol ove r des igning the lowe st-cost stra tegy for meeting the CA AA 's re quire ments .
11 Heat island programs encourage activities that will reduce center-city temperatures during the summer (e.g., replacing roofs with Energy Star-labeled roof products or planting shade trees). 12 This is not 3% of an area's total emission inventory, but rather, 3% of the emissions beyond that point where the area reaches nonattainment. For example, if a State projects emissions in the attainment year to be 100 tons per day over the emissions needed to show attainment, the State could take credit for emission reductions from stationary source voluntary measures of up to 3 tons per day. 13 Phase I of the Acid Rain Program, begun on January 1, 1995, established an allowable emission rate of 2.5 lb/million Btu (MMBtu) for affected sources Wooley, Morss, and Fang 2001) . Phase II began on January 1, 2000, with a 1.2 lb/MMBtu allowable emission rate; every unit (i.e., boiler) subject to the Clean Air Act will need to comply with the Phase II standard. In both phases, allowances are allocated to the affected plants according to a formula based on the baseperiod heat input rates. An allowance is an authorization to emit one ton of SO 2 . Because of allowance banking provisions and the existence of a sizable bank of allowances generated in Phase I, the amount of emissions for a given year can be different from 8.8 million tons (Kruger 2002; Morgan 2002 ). 14 Of this amount, 60,000 tons were set aside just for renewables.
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All utilitie s with units affe cte d by the C AA A w ere e ligible to a pply for thes e allow anc es . 15 A pplic ations could only be s ubmitted a fte r the e nergy sa vings have occurred and bee n verified. The ve rific ation proc es s w as le ft up to the states, but the U SEPA de veloped a voluntary guida nce docume nt (C ons ervation V erifica tion Protocols) to a id state s in de te rmining when re duc tions have occurred, a nd in ensuring tha t reported e lec tricity re ductions res ulted dire ctly from energy-effic ie ncy meas ures (M eie r and Solomon 1995; USEPA 1995 a nd 1996).
To date , CRER has had fe w a pplic ations for a llowa nce s. As of Februa ry 2002, only 48,868 a llowa nce s (a pproximate ly 16% of the R es erve) ha ve be en aw arded ( • The marke t price of SO 2 allowance s turned out to be much lowe r tha n expec ted (for many utilities , it was c hea pe r to buy SO 2 a llowa nc es in the marke t tha n to pursue a llowa nc es under the CR ER program).
• The conve rsion fa ctor for c omputing the number of allowance s to be aw arded-one allow anc e for 500 mega wa tthours (M Wh), i.e ., 0.004 lb per kilowa tthour (kW h)-wa s low , a nd disc ouraged pa rticipa tion in the progra m.
• Pa rticipa tion was limite d to utilitie s (end use rs and ene rgy s ervic e compa nie s could not pa rticipa te and c la im allow ances ).
• The CRER sta tute and implementing regulations w ere develope d w he n utilitie s w ere highly re gulated. W ith the adve nt of elec tric indus try restructuring, utilities a re not a ggres sively pursuing energy-effic ie ncy options a nd, the refore, ha ve le ss incentive to pa rticipa te in the CRER program.
• Elec tric utilitie s have bee n pre oc cupie d w ith more important iss ues , suc h as re struc turing, re tail competition, s elling off ge ne rating a ss ets , and c orporate mergers.
NO X SIP Call, NO X Budget Trading Program, and EE/RE Set-Asides
Sinc e 1990, both the U SEPA and the states ha ve also la unc he d e missions-tra ding programs targeted prima rily at reducing NO X , a major prec urs or to the forma tion of ground-le vel ozone (smog) a nd ac id ra in. In Septe mbe r 1998, the USEPA promulga ted a rule to a ddres s the re giona l tra ns port of ground-level oz one. 16 The fina l rule, commonly known as the NO X SIP Call, required 22 s tates in the ea ste rn United State s and the Distric t of Columbia to s ubmit revise d SIPs tha t 15 There were time limits on eligible years for realized energy savings: utilities with at least one Phase I plant could only receive CRER allowances for energy savings realized from 1992 to 1994; all other utilities could receive allowances for energy savings realized from 1992 to 1999. As of 2000, the Acid Rain Program automatically provides credit to utilities for energy efficiency and renewable energy achievements in the form of saved SO 2 allowances (even if the measures were undertaken by some other party) (Morgan 2002) . 16 The process of ozone and ozone precursors traveling from a source to downwind areas is referred to as ozone transport.
address ed the regional transport of ground-leve l ozone through reductions in NO X (Fe deral Re giste r 1998).
17 B y reduc ing the emiss ions of NO X , the a ctions direc ted by the se SIPs will de cre as e the transport of ozone acros s s ta te boundaries in the eas te rn ha lf of the Unite d Sta tes . The SIP Ca ll re quire s e missions-reduction mea sures to be in pla ce by M ay 1, 2004. The development of this program wa s a c ooperative effort of the USD OE, U SEPA, s tate ene rgy office s, and sta te air quality regula tors-and repres ented one of the first times that s takeholders had trie d to work together to des ign a complia nc e s trate gy incorpora ting ene rgy-e fficiency be nefits into a ir quality plans (Sharple ss 2002).
The SIP C all rule a ims to reduce tota l summe rtime (M ay 1 through Se ptember 30) emiss ions of NO X by about 28% (1.2 million tons) beginning in the ye ar 2004 in the 23 affe cte d juris dic tions . To he lp the s ta tes a chieve this goa l, the SIP Call rule establis he d the NO X B udget T rading Program, w hich will allow s tates to a chieve more tha n 90% of the re quire d emiss ion reductions in a cos t-effec tive manne r (Woole y and M ors s 2001; Wooley, M ors s, and Fang 2001). The NO X B udget Trading Progra m comprise s the N O X e mission allowance s tha t the USEPA has allocated on a pe r-sta te ba sis in the SIP C all region for the purpos e of mitigating ozone tra ns port in the s ummer months .
One of the options ava ilable to state s in the N O X B udget Trading Progra m is the ener gy effic ie ncy/r ene wable ener gy (E E/R E) se t-aside -a pool of allowance s tha t c omes from within a s ta te's NO X budget a nd is us ed to a ward energy-effic ie ncy a nd re new able-energy proje cts in the state tha t reduce or dis pla ce elec tricity ge neration.
18 The obje ctive s of the s et-as ide a re the follow ing: (1) rec ogniz e the significa nt role that energy effic iency and renew able energy re sourc es play in re ducing pollution and a chieving the na tion's e nvironmental goals; (2) reduce the total ec onomic cos t of me eting the proposed N O X c ap; (3) provide grea te r fle xibility in how state a nd loca l governme nts c an me et their a ir quality a tta inment goa ls ; a nd (4) reduc e future C O 2 -relate d lia bilitie s. Energy Effic iency/Re ne wable Energy se t-a side allow ances a re intende d to rew ard a ctions tha t res ult in a reduction in ele ctric ity genera tion at a core source (the ge neration s ite ) or in supplanting the use of e lec tricity from the grid. The set-a side option w as initiated by the USEPA a s an effort to he lp state s inc lude the e missions reductions ac hie ve d through voluntary actions, s uch a s e ne rgy efficie nc y a nd re ne wable energy proje cts, in SIPs . A fter an initial SIP submittal, s tates de ve lop a plan outlining how the ir EE/R E s et-as ide w ill be imple mente d. The pla n nee ds to answ er se veral ques tions , inc luding w ha t protoc ols the state w ill us e to me asure and verify EE/RE proje cts, and how the NO X e missions a ss ociated with the e ne rgy that is s aved or displac ed will be dete rmine d.
The USEPA de ve loped tw o guida nce docume nts for this program (U SEPA 1999 and 2000b) . 19 In the firs t guidanc e doc ument, the U SEPA rec ommende d tha t the se t-aside pool of a llowa nce s range be tw een 5-15% of the s ta te's tota l N O X Tra ding Program Budge t for e lec tricity ge ne ration (USEPA 1999). 20 A ls o, the U SEPA re comme nde d tha t to be e ligible for a llowa nc es, s tates should us e the following criteria for dete rmining whether projec ts are e ligible (ibid.):
17 In addition to this federal program, the states in the Northeast Ozone Transport Region have implemented their own NO X emissions-trading program in an effort to attain the federal standard for ozone in that region. In 1994, the states entered into a Memorandum of Understanding in which they agreed to enact regulations implementing a NO X cap-and-trade program. The program became effective in the Summer of 1999 and predates the federal program and will continue to do so until May 2004 when the SIP Call is expected to supersede it (Seidman 2002) . Not all of the states that are part of the OTC Program area are part of the NO X Sip Call (e.g., New Hampshire) (Mercado 2002) . 18 The EE/RE set-asides replace the 3% voluntary stationary source emission reduction programs in those states that implement EE/RE set-asides for the same pollutants and programs. However, states with EE/RE set-asides may have a voluntary stationary source program that addresses other pollutants or programs (Mercado 2000) . 19 The USEPA is in the process of finalizing a draft of its third guidance document (on monitoring and verification) (Mercado 2000) . 20 This range is based on the potential for energy efficiency and renewable energy to prevent NO X emissions in the SIP Call region.
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In the second guidance document, the USEPA recommended a list of technologies that could potentially qualify for set-aside allowances, although it was up to each state to make the final determination of the actions that qualify (USEPA 2000b). They organized the technologies into three groups (lighting, HVAC and refrigeration, and motors and other technologies) and indicated which technologies were not eligible for this program. The USEPA further recommended that projects should be awarded allowances for at least three consecutive ozone control periods, and that verification of energy savings and displacements from projects receiving set-aside awards should occur annually. States could choose their own measurement and verification approach, although USDOE's International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) was listed as one of the available tools to use (USDOE 2001) (ibid.). 21 The allowances would be available to end users of all types, including aggregators, vendors, and others. Eligible entities include commercial and industrial building owners and operators; energy service companies; home builders and associations; homeowners associations; federal, state, and local government agencies; commercial businesses; manufacturers; and other industrial users, as well as manufacturers leasing or selling energy-efficient equipment. . The inclusion of energy-effic ie ncy meas ures in thes e progra ms are not like ly to be subs tantial until (1) an aggrega tor a ggregates the s ma ll energy-effic iency projects and (2) the progra m bec omes more he avily public ize d (Fontaine 2002) .
Regional Haze Rule
States are beginning to address visibility problems (regional haze) in national parks and wilderness areas throughout the country. Because power plant emissions of SO 2 and NO X contribute to the formation of regional haze, these emissions may have to be further reduced to improve visibility in some areas. In response to the Clean Air Act, the USEPA issued regulations in 1980 to address visibility impairment from single sources, and in 1999 it issued the Regional Haze Rule to address visibility impairment on a regional level (Federal Register 1999) . The rule, which will be implemented over 60 years, requires all 50 states to establish goals and emission-reduction strategies for improving visibility in the nation's 156 mandatory Class 1 national parks and wilderness areas. The regional haze regulations are goal-oriented, leaving states with considerable discretion to design and implement their own regional haze programs.
The Rule requires each state to prepare a SIP and includes a separate section (Section 51.309) that allows nine western states participating in the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission (GCVTC) to implement a 23 An amendment clarifying the Maryland NO X SIP Call is being developed and would allow renewable energy projects (but not energy efficiency ) to be included (Mosier 2002) . 24 New Hampshire is part of the OTC Program but not part of the NO X SIP Call. 25 For example, in New Hampshire, "end-use efficiency projects" are those projects that: (1) are implemented by, or on behalf of, a consumer of electric power in New Hampshire; (2) reduce consumers' consumption of power; (3) were installed after May 1, 1999; (4) are in operation in the control period for which allowances from the EE/RE set-aside are claimed; and (5) correspond to no less than one ton of utility NO X emissions reductions either individually or when aggregated with other similar projects (New Hampshire 2002). regional approach to reducing haze. 26 As part of this regional approach, these nine states are required to include in their SIPs a variety of information addressing energy efficiency, renewable energy, and economic development, including an outline of the programs and policies that each state will rely on to work towards meeting its goals. The state SIPs must be submitted to the USEPA no later than December 31, 2003. The Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP)-the successor to the GCVTC-is responsible for submitting recommendations for implementing the regional haze program in the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Region.
The Regional Haze Rule specifically addresses SIP requirements regarding air pollution prevention, and outlines specific information that is to be included in each SIP that addresses the use of energy-efficiency measures to prevent air pollution. For example, Section 309 of the Rule requires states to include in their SIPs a variety of information addressing energy efficiency, such as: (1) programs to preserve and expand conservation efforts; and (2) projections of the short-and long-term emissions reductions, visibility improvements, costs savings, and secondary benefits associated with energy-efficiency activities.
Supplemental E nvironme ntal Pr oje cts Policy
If the USEPA believes that an individual or company has failed to comply with federal environmental laws (including the Clean Air Act), the USEPA may initiate an enforcement action, usually resulting in individuals or companies paying cash penalties and being subjected to injunctive relief (i.e., actions needed to eliminate noncompliance, correct environmental damage, and restore the environment). The USEPA's Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEP) Policy encourages the use of environmentally beneficial projects as part of the settlement of an enforcement action (USEPA 1998 and 1999) . States may also include SEPs in state case settlements. Supplemental Environmental Projects are activities that an entity undertakes in addition to those that are required to put it in compliance with environmental laws. Through SEPs, the settlement of an enforcement action can result in environmental and public health protections beyond those specifically required by law. The USEPA identified seven specific categories of projects that may qualify as SEPs; energy-efficiency projects could be included in three of them: pollution prevention, pollution reduction, and assessments and audits.
Supplemental Environmental Projects have existed since the early 1980s, and their use has increased steadily through the 1990s (USEPA 2001b). For example, while more than 200 SEPs were approved by USEPA in 1992, a total of 336 SEPs were agreed to as part of 197 federal settlement cases in fiscal year 1999. The total monetary value of these SEPs in 1999 was over $230 million. Approximately one-half of these projects were classified as pollution prevention or pollution reduction activities.
A firm cited for an air quality violation could enact SEPs that reduce air emissions, and energy efficiency projects can be used for SEPs (Shepard 2001) . For example, the State of Colorado has written into its SEP policy that pollution prevention, energy efficiency, and renewable energy projects should be considered (ibid.). A few energy-efficiency SEPs have been enacted in Colorado: e.g., (1) a Goodrich Corporation facility in Colorado used a SEP to fund an energy audit and the installation of energy-saving controls for lighting and HVAC equipment, (2) Colorado State University in Fort Collins converted incandescent exterior lighting to metal halide and compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), and (3) the University of Colorado at Boulder upgraded insulation in a music building (ibid.). Aside from these few examples, SEPs are a largely untapped mechanism for encouraging energy-efficiency projects, probably because the negotiations are often among lawyers unaware of the opportunities for promoting energy efficiency. As discussed below, EERE-Buildings could play an important role in this area. Furthermore, the USEPA has recently expressed an interest in promoting the greater use of energy efficiency and renewable energy programs within the SEP program (Lubow 2002 ).
Other Related Activities
The Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) 27 is currently funding a survey of planned and ongoing energyefficiency projects in OTC states and a compilation of detailed successful case studies (OTC 2001) . Also, the OTC Technology and Innovations Committee is exploring options that states can pursue concerning new technologies and innovative policies for reducing air pollution.
With support from the Pew Center on Global Climate Change (Pew), the National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) is collecting data on state programs that deliver net emissions reduction and developing program summaries and case studies. Some programs were designed specifically to address climate change, but many were designed for other purposes, such as promoting water conservation (Pew 2002). Besides describing the programs and listing their greenhouse gas benefits, the case studies document how the programs were developed and funded, the challenges that were overcome to implement them, and the lessons learned along the way. Sources of further information are also provided. A few of the programs on the Pew Web site focus on energy efficiency.
The Western Interstate Energy Board (WIEB), an organization of 12 western states and 3 Canadian provinces, is sponsoring the SIP Guidebook Project (WIEB 2002) . The guidebook will explain the opportunities and procedures for incorporating efficiency and renewable energy measures under Section 309 of USEPA's Regional Haze Rule. The guidebook will be based on the modeling being conducted under the Western Regional Air Partnership. This project will also consider options for compliance under Section 308, including: (1) modification of the growth estimates or reference case projection of economic activity/emissions; (2) design of additional programs or control measures to reduce emissions; and (3) design of market-based programs and economic incentives using emission markets to achieve a given level of emissions reduction.
The Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) 28 is a collaborative effort of tribal and state governments and various federal agencies working to develop the technical and policy tools needed by the western states and tribes to comply with the USEPA's Regional Haze Rule. WRAP is sponsoring work on modeling the Western system impacts of renewable energy and energy-efficiency measures, and is in the process of developing recommendations regarding energy-efficiency and renewable energy programs (WRAP 2002). 27 The OTC was formed by Congress by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 to help coordinate control planning of groundlevel ozone in the northeast and mid-Atlantic states. The OTC is comprised of government leaders and environmental officials from 12 northeast and mid-Atlantic states (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Virginia) and the District of Columbia (which together compose the Ozone Transport Region), as well as the USEPA. 28 In 1997, western governors and tribal leaders created WRAP to implement the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission's recommendations (see Regional Haze section).
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The State and Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators (STAPPA) and Association of Local Air Pollution Control Officials (ALAPCO) have assessed strategies that simultaneously reduce conventional air pollution and greenhouse gases (STAPPA/ALAPCO 1999). One of the selected strategies was "reducing electricity consumption via improved end-use efficiency." The strategy of multi-pollutant regulation is discussed below.
The Center for Clean Air Policy (CCAP) has two projects that are closely related to the goal of building energy efficiency into air quality programs (Davis 2002) . The first project seeks to encourage energy efficiency through the design of emissions trading programs under multi-pollutant cap-and-trade programs. The second project seeks to maximize emissions reductions associated with energy efficiency and renewable energy public benefit fund expenditures, including the quantification of emissions benefits. For this project, the Center will develop and implement prototype selection criteria that target energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies that maximize a variety of air emissions reductions.
To reinforce the market's recognition that environmental protection is one of the main reasons for the state to offer incentives for energy efficiency, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) has split the incentives it pays for energy-efficiency projects into two distinct categories: one for energy savings and one for NO X reductions.
29 New York's program, administered by NYSERDA, promotes standard performance contracting for commercial and industrial customers. This is a $20 million program (running from July 1, 2001 to June 30, 2002, or until funds are fully committed) that offers a one-time payment to energy service companies of 10.5 cents to 28.8 cents per first-year kWh savings from energy-efficiency projects (NYSERDA 2001a) . The NO X incentive is calculated at $4,000 per ton of NO X emission reduction for each year of savings up to five years (up to $20,000 of total incentive per ton) and amounts to about 5% of the total incentive for a given energy-efficiency project. The energy savings are verified by an energy service company. Although the NO X re duction incentive is only a small share of the overall incentive, it is an important early example of placing specific market valuation on the environmental benefit of projects. State officials hope this program will make energy services companies more aware of how NO X allowances can enhance the economic performance of their projects (Shepard 2001) . 
Promising Ways to Use Energy Efficiency to Meet Air Quality Regulations
This section provides examples of how energy efficiency can help to meet air quality regulations; these examples are conceptual and have yet to be tested. The four examples are (1) air quality fund reserves for energy efficiency, (2) redesign of the Acid Rain Program, (3) emissions trading, and (4) multi-pollutant regulation. The first two are redesigns of existing programs, while the other two examples are not yet part of any presently codified program. Because these opportunities are being explored, they represent good candidates for EERE-Buildings to actively participate in the design and implementation of these programs, either in a leading or supporting role, as discussed in Section 3.
SEP-Funded Air Quality Fund Reserve for Energy Efficiency
As noted previously, the use of supplemental environmental projects (SEPs) has increased since their inception, but energy efficiency is not a major component of SEPs. One of the principal reasons for this lack of use is a kind of "timing Catch 22." When energy-efficiency projects are about to be implemented, the funds are not available, or when the funds are available, a project developer may not be ready to use the funds. To make these funds more readily available for developers of energy-efficiency projects, a pool of funding that is explicitly targeted to energy efficiency needs to be created. For example, as their SEP, violators would pay into the pool, and the pool would, on its own schedule, award loans or grants to fund energy-efficiency options (Shepard 2001) . As noted previously, one such SEP fund for energy-efficiency projects has already been initiated in Colorado.
Redesign of Acid Rain Program
There are serious limitations in the design of the Acid Rain Program for promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy. However, a more energy-efficiency-friendly Acid Rain Program could be redesigned 30 by initiating the following types of measures: (1) Lower the SO 2 cap, which may increase the price of allowances, making energy efficiency more attractive; (2) create a set-aside program to replace the CRER (similar to the set asides in the NO X cap-and-trade program); (3) change the SO 2 allowance allocation method by favoring an outputbased system that allocates allowances based on the electricity output of the different generating plants without regard to the types of fuel used (in contrast to the existing program, which allocates emission allowances according to the heat input embodied in the fossil fuels); (4) phase out the existing allowance program in favor of an allowance auction system (the government caps emissions of one or more pollutants and then auctions the allowances needed to operate under the cap to the highest bidder); (5) use a simplified system for allocating allowances for several pollutants, using a traditional or output-based allocation scheme ("multi-pollutant regulation," see below); and (6) enable not only utilities, but also other parties (e.g., utility customers and energy services companies) to participate (Morris and Shelby 1999; Wooley, Morss, and Fang 2001) . Discussions regarding federal multi-pollutant legislation (see below) may provide an opportunity for restructuring the Acid Rain Program in some of the ways proposed above.
Emissions Trading
Emission markets appear to be working reasonably well for emitters that receive SO 2 and NO X allowances, but with a few exceptions, energy efficiency has been unable to participate extensively in the clean air marketplace (Shepard 2001) . Market rules could be restructured to allow the cleanest energy options to achieve financial rewards from emissions markets. For example, in national and regional cap-and-trade emission markets, allowances could be auctioned (see previous paragraph), and some of the proceeds of the auction could be dedicated to the development of energy-efficiency services. Additionally, more stringent caps may provide the needed incentive for power producers to seek energy-efficiency reductions from their customers, so they can comply with the emission budgets (see previous paragraph). Given the proper incentives, customers may provide sufficient energy savings, resulting in reductions in energy generation and emissions. Energy-efficiency set-asides would still be needed as part of capand-trade emission markets.
At least two other options for distributing allowances would favor energy efficiency and renewable energy. First, allowances could be allocated to all thermal sources on the basis of a standard emissions amount per unit of heat input. This would reward operators of clean thermal sources, because they would receive more allowances than they need to offset the emissions associated with their fuel input and could sell excess allowances. Second, allowances could be allocated to any generating source for each MWh of electricity production (an output-based system). Output-based allowance allocation systems will benefit energy-efficient sources. Energy-efficient sources that do not need the allowances will either have more excess allowances to sell or need to purchase fewer allowances than less-efficient sources.
Multi-Pollutant Regulation
States and the federal government are beginning to investigate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of various control technologies (including multi-pollutant control technologies) and strategies to further reduce emissions of NO X , SO 2 , particulate matter, mercury, other toxics, and potentially CO 2 . The current approach of single-pollutant requirements is considered inefficient and ineffective, imposing unnecessarily high costs due to: (1) stranded capital investment from the installation of controls that later become obsolete when additional requirements are promulgated; (2) reduced lead time for complying with those requirements; (3) limited or nonexistent flexibility for emissions trading to allow cost-efficient control options; and (4) a reliance upon lengthy, expensive, and uncertain litigation to sort out regulatory ambiguity and compliance with the law (U.S. Office of the President 2002). There are currently a number of alternatives, serious proposals, and bills under discussion in the U.S. Senate and the House dealing with substantial reductions in emissions from the electricity sector (e.g., Senate Bill 556, the Clean Power Act of 2001, introduced by Senator Jeffords). Many of these bills involve multi-pollutant strategies to control various emissions from the electricity generation sector. If the control of greenhouse gases (particularly carbon dioxide) becomes a high priority for the United States, a strong multi-pollutant bill would be an important vehicle to address this issue.
On February 14, 2002, President George Bush proposed a multi-pollutant strategy ("The Clear Skies Initiative") that would reduce emissions of SO 2, , NO X , and mercury (U.S. Office of the President 2002). Using a capand-trade program, the Initiative would establish national emissions limits for each pollutant, and allowances would be distributed to power producers. The power producers could trade allowances by reducing emissions and selling unneeded allowances in the market, or by buying more allowances in the market to meet emission limits. The role of energy efficiency was not discussed in the announcement of this program, but clearly power producers could implement energy-efficiency programs to reduce the amount of energy that needed to be produced, resulting in reduced emissions.
Barriers and Challenges
There are few air quality programs that include energy efficiency as a tool for complying with air quality regulations. And in those few examples, energy efficiency is not being used as much as it could be. This inattention to energy efficiency may be due to the newness of some of the innovative air quality programs described in this paper. Accordingly, as these programs mature, energy efficiency may become a more important feature of these programs. However, the perceived unimportance of energy efficiency is also due to cultural, technical, and programmatic barriers described in this section, some of which are being addressed by organizations around the country.
Organizational Culture
One of the key barriers is organizational culture. For example, energy and air quality program personnel represent different "cultures," use different "languages," and frequently have different perspectives on local and global concerns. For example, energy personnel assume that reductions in energy use reduce or displace new or existing energy production. In their minds, these hypothesized reductions or displacements of energy production translate directly into actual emission reductions. Historically, they have not concerned themselves with demonstrating where, when, or whether emissions reductions occur at actual, specified emissions sources. In contrast, air quality personnel focus on emissions sources to determine allowable emissions levels and emissions reductions. For them, reducing electricity demand in a non-attainment area does not necessarily translate into an emissions reduction within the airshed. For some air quality regulators, only reduced activity or lowered emissions rates at power plants located within the non-attainment area can qualify as emissions reductions in air compliance plans. This is reinforced because the emissions measurements are made at the point of production, and not at the point of ultimate use. In sum, what is measured and how it is accounted for in air compliance plans is a pivotal issue that must be resolved before air quality and energy officials can begin to identify new opportunities for energyefficiency improvements within air quality compliance strategies.
In the last few years, these discussions have been underway, particularly in response to the regulations described in the previous section. As noted above, USEPA and some regions are designing air quality programs that recognize energy efficiency as an important part of their air quality strategy. The cornerstone of their strategy to ensure that energy-efficiency measures are real, permanent, and enforceable is the creation of viable measurement and evaluation protocols. Many regions are relying on the USDOE's International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) for ensuring that actual energy savings will occur with the installation of energyefficiency measures.
31 Furthermore, models are being designed that translate energy savings into emission reductions.
Quantifying Energy Savings
The challenge in properly quantifying the energy savings from energy-efficiency measures and programs is a technical barrier that is being addressed. In particular, present analyses need to address two key concerns: (1) those of energy officials concerned that the environmental officials' energy savings evaluation methods are flawed, and that they underrepresent total savings; and (2) those of air officials that need to ensure that the energy savings claimed are measurable, verifiable, and permanent. In the last 20 years, the evaluation of energy savings from energy-efficiency technologies and programs has developed into a vigorous, professional activity. 32 As this field has matured, several protocols for measuring and verifying energy savings have been developed, e.g., USEPA's Conservation Verification Protocols (USEPA 1995), USDOE's International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (USDOE 2001), and others (e.g., Vine and Sathaye 1997 , 1999 . These protocols are being used by energy services companies, utility companies, and the federal government.
For some air quality regulators, the measurement and verification of emission reductions from energyefficiency measures should have the same accuracy as a continuous emission monitoring device on the stack of a generator (Atcheson 2002) . In an attempt to create comparable accuracy, as part of the NO X set-aside 31 We explicitly mention the IPMVP because of its widespread use in the energy-efficiency and regulatory communities. North implementation strategy, the USDOE and USEPA are working together to "discount" energy-efficiency related reductions due to perceived uncertainty (ibid.). The "discounting" would typically result in a calculation of lowered energy savings and emission reductions as a result of measurement uncertainty, since initial estimates of savings and reductions are based on expectations and assumptions that are often different than what actually occurs in the field.
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The International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol Adjustments Committee also recently examined five possible approaches for discounting energy savings that might serve as the basis for an international agreement, discussed the strengths and weaknesses of each approach, and discussed lessons learned from conducting this evaluation process (Vine et al. 2002) .
Quantifying Emissions Reductions
Another technical barrier is the challenge of accurately quantifying the actual emissions reductions from energy-efficiency measures and programs (Morris and Shelby 1999; Vine and Sathaye 1999) . Emissions reductions can be calculated in one of two ways: (1) if emissions reductions are based on fuel-use or electricity-use data, then default emissions factors can be used, based on utility or non-utility estimates 34 ; or (2) emissions factors can be based on generation data specific to the situation of the project (e.g., linking a particular project on an hourly or daily basis to the marginal unit it is affecting). In contrast to default emission factors (method #1), the advantage of using the calculated factors (method #2) is that they can be specifically tailored to match the energy-efficiency characteristics of the activities being implemented by time of day or season of the year. 35 However, this will inevitably require more expertise and money.
The quantification of emissions reductions is more challenging in those states and regions where significant improvements have been made to air quality, existing power plants have become more efficient and less dirty, and these same plants are getting cleaner (e.g., California) (Sharpless 2002) . As a result, some individuals argue that the energy-efficiency benefits from an air quality perspective are marginal when looking at the contribution from power facilities versus other sources. They argue that the overall contribution of energy efficiency would be insignificant and more trouble than it is worth. 33 Measurement activities may sometimes lead to increased savings and emission reductions: for example, additional energyefficiency measures may have been installed that were not foreseen at the time of project design, or because the measurement and verification of energy-efficiency projects tend to increase actual energy savings, persistence of savings, and confidence in savings, so that the application of measurement and verification to efficiency projects should increase the emissions credits that are credited to energy-efficiency projects. 34 The emission factors represent the basic conversion between energy consumption and generation of emissions. These factors are usually expressed in mass of emitted gas per unit of energy input (grams/Gigajoule), or sometimes in mass of gas per mass of fuel (grams/kilogram or grams/ton). 35 For example, if an energy-efficiency project affects energy demand at night, then baseload plants and emissions will probably be affected. Since different fuels are typically used for baseload and peak capacity plants, then emission reductions will also differ. The calculations become more complex (but more realistic) if one decides to use the emission rate of the marginal generating plant (multiplied by the energy saved) for each hour of the year, rather than the average emission rate for the entire system (i.e., total emissions divided by total sales). For the more detailed analysis, one must examine the utility's existing expansion plan to determine the generating resources that would be replaced by saved electricity, and the emissions from these electricity-supply resources.
Accounting for Emissions Reduction Locations
Accounting for the location of emissions reductions is an important barrier in some areas of the country. For example, with increasingly regional markets for electricity, a measure may decrease emissions from generating sources beyond the state borders or outside a non-attainment area. As an example, an energy-efficiency program in Utah might force the highest cost power producer in the Western Interconnection to go off-line. This plant might be a high-cost, polluting power producer in Los Angeles, and emission credit could be given in Los Angeles for promoting energy efficiency in Utah (Larson 2002) . In some cases, distance may have a great impact, while in others, the impact may be small or of no consequence (Morris and Shelby 1999) . In all events, the methodologies for estimating emission reduction benefits need to account for the relative importance of location, and reporting requirements need to make sure that "double counting" is not permitted.
Em is sions Reduction Reliability
A key question for many parties is to determine if planned energy-efficiency measures would reduce peak demand sufficiently and with enough reliability to defer or obviate planned capacity expansion of the particular plant where emissions are being considered for displacement. If so, the deferred or replaced source would be the marginal expansion resource to be used as a baseline. This type of analysis may result in more accurate estimates of emissions reductions, but this method will be more costly and require expertise in utility system modeling. In addition, this type of analysis is becoming more difficult in those regions where the utility industry is being restructured: e.g., the supply of energy may come from multiple energy suppliers, either within or outside the utility service area. As noted above, several organizations are starting to address this issue through modeling.
Measurement and Evaluation Costs
The cost of conducting measurement and evaluation is perceived as a barrier for some program managers. This is particularly troublesome when measuring energy savings and emission reductions from small efficiency investments in order to receive credit under a cap-and-trade program, or as a control measure. These costs may often outweigh the benefit to a project sponsor (in the case of a cap-and-trade program) or the state (in the case of a control measure). Hence, there is a need to better recognize and reward the air quality benefits from these investments. Accordingly, as part of the negotiations in implementing the Kyoto Protocol, the Conference of Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) agreed to look at methods for facilitating energy-efficiency improvement projects that reduce energy consumption on the supply or demand side by up to the equivalent of 15 GWh per year (UNFCCC 2001).
Programmatic Barriers
A final set of barriers is programmatic. First, energy-efficiency measures and programs are not being heavily promoted by air quality managers. There is a concern that, with increased marketing, existing staff would be inundated with requests, diverting them from their other responsibilities (Fontaine 2002) . Second, there are no nationwide cap-and-trade programs, even though there are some regional programs to address ozone non-attainment. Third, the NO X SIP Call depends on the willingness of individual states to develop a cap-and-trade approach and include it in their SIPs; only a handful of states have developed such an approach. Fourth, in some programs (e.g., EE/RE set-asides), energy-efficiency projects are too small and do not meet a program's eligibility requirements. As a result, an aggregator is needed to aggregate these smaller projects. However, there are few entities stepping forward to assume this role. Fifth, the availability of funds does not mean that energy-efficiency developers will automatically be able to use the funds-timing can be problematic, and the supply of funds and the demand for those funds are not always well matched. Sixth, states have no method for claiming credit for emission reductions from sources that are not regulated under their SIP (Mann 2002) . For example, residential and small commercial consumers are stationary area sources that individually have emissions that are too small or are too numerous to be considered as individual point sources. These are accounted for collectively in emissions inventories by estimating emissions on an areawide basis (e.g., at a county level), and many (but not all) area sources are unregulated. 36 Thus, if emissions from unregulated area sources are reduced because of energy-efficiency measures, there is no mechanism for a state to know this. 
Opportunities for EERE-Buildings
Applicable EERE-Buildings Programs
The mission of EERE-Buildings is to develop, promote, and integrate energy technologies and practices to make residential and commercial buildings more efficient and affordable, and communities more livable. To accelerate the development and wide application of energy-efficiency measures, EERE-Buildings: (1) conducts R&D on technologies and concepts for energy efficiency, working closely with the building industry and with manufacturers of materials, equipment, and appliances; (2) promotes energy-and money-saving opportunities to both builders and buyers of homes and commercial buildings; (3) works with state and local regulatory groups to improve building codes, appliance standards, and guidelines for efficient energy use; and (4) provides support and grants to states and communities for deployment of energy-efficient technologies and practices.
The current portfolio of programs in EERE-Buildings is diverse and contains many programs and tools that could be used for promoting energy efficiency to the air quality community. EERE-Buildings can provide the needed expertise and resources to help air quality officials incorporate energy efficiency into their air quality plans, as the following examples illustrate. Not all energy-efficiency technologies are equal in their effects on emissions. The magnitude of the emissions benefits from energy efficiency depends on many factors, including the total amount of energy generated and the timing of the energy impacts. For example, energy-efficiency projects that displace coal combustion have a greater impact on a variety of air emissions than those that displace natural gas or other types of generation. Similarly, some technologies are more effective in reducing base load (e.g., highefficiency equipment), whereas others are more attractive for peak-load reduction (e.g., thermal storage and energy management systems). If the base loads and peak loads are based on fossil fuels, then emissions can be reduced; if 36 When a regulation does exist, it is likely to apply to a fuel supplier, not to individual consumers. An example would be a rule that requires fuel suppliers to sell fuels that contain less than a specified amount of sulfur (Mann 2002) . 37 The methodology for accounting for area source emissions is relatively crude (Mann 2002) . In general, fuel consumption by all point sources (e.g., electric utility generating plants) is subtracted from a state level estimate of fuel consumption (typically from Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports or state energy offices), and the difference is apportioned to counties and smaller areas using population, employment, or another surrogate for actual fuel consumption. Thus, the only data from which changes in emissions from these sources can be tracked are the EIA reports and forecasts that are published. To the extent that EIA's future energy consumption forecasts reflect the impacts of energy-efficiency measures, they would be accounted for in the emissions inventories.
they are based on clean energy (e.g., hydroelectric or natural gas), the emission benefits may be marginal. Hence, it is premature to provide a specific list of energy-efficiency technologies or services for each air quality program: that task would best be left to the key stakeholders in a particular geographic area.
The EERE-Buildings' Office of Building Research and Standards leads a comprehensive effort to establish minimum efficiency codes, standards, and guidelines that lay the groundwork for reduced energy use and lower operating costs. As discussed previously, these codes and standards form the baseline for determining whether energy savings are additional to what is forecasted and help to determine potential energy savings. As part of this Office, the Building Standards and Guidelines Program helps code and building industry organizations to upgrade model energy codes and helps states to adopt and implement these models. In addition, the Lighting and Appliance Standards Program develops test procedures and minimum efficiency standards for residential appliances and commercial equipment. These programs are relevant, because new and improved building and appliance standards and codes lead to real, permanent, and enforceable reductions in energy use.
The Energy Star
® program is a voluntary program sponsored by USDOE and USEPA and focuses on educating consumers about the benefits of high-efficiency home appliances, consumer electronics, office equipment, windows, lighting, and building materials. The Energy Star label, which identifies high-efficiency appliances, equipment, and building components, is now widely recognized and is showing up on a growing range of products for home and business. These products include televisions, VCRs, personal computers, copiers, clothes washers, dishwashers, refrigerators, air conditioners, lighting fixtures, windows, doors, and skylights. The Energy Star program has been an important feature of many utility-sponsored energy-efficiency programs around the country.
Another relevant program is the Rebuild America Program, which is a voluntary network of community partnerships determined to reduce energy costs by saving energy locally. This program provides access to technical experts, training, guidance materials, and software; local and regional resources; peer exchange networks; and public recognition. This program focuses on five building sectors: private commercial, state and local governments, K-12 schools, universities and colleges, and public and assisted housing.
Another pertinent EERE-Buildings program is the State Energy Program, which provides grants to leverage non-federal resources and allows the states to tailor programs to their local needs. In this program, special project grants promote the adoption of innovative, high-potential energy technologies developed by USDOE's end-use sector research program. This research program is conducted with partners in all areas of the U.S. building industry, along with academia, community organizations, state governments, and national laboratories. The R&D portfolio concentrates on two areas: building components (building envelope elements, equipment, and appliances) and building systems integration (which takes into account the interactions of individual components, materials, and equipment systems within buildings).
One of the major goals of the State Energy Program's Strategic Plan for the 21
st Century is to "maximize collaboration among State agencies and communities to realize the increased benefits that can be obtained through the interrelationships among energy, the environment, and the economy" (USDOE 2000). As part of USDOE's efforts to support the states in implementing this plan, USDOE awarded competitive grants in 2001 to 11 states for projects that illustrate ways in which energy offices can work successfully with state offices dealing with environmental quality. For example, a project in Utah is focused on making Utah air and energy officials aware of the opportunity to use energy-efficiency and renewable energy measures to meet the requirement of the regional haze rule and providing resource information sufficient to prepare state implementation plans that incorporate them as strategies for reducing haze-causing emissions (Lambert 2002) .
Possible Activities for EERE-Buildings
EERE-Buildings can play a very important role in promoting energy efficiency in the air quality community in ways that are fully consistent with its overall mission. EERE-Buildings will need to work with other stakeholders to aggressively promote energy efficiency via multiple means: publications, analytical tools, pilot programs, demonstrations, and program and policy analysis and evaluation. EERE-Buildings and state energy officials have considerable experience in implementing and monitoring energy-savings projects, as well as in designing documentation and verification requirements of energy-efficiency improvements. The following lists suggest potential EERE-Buildings activities, grouped by whether EERE-Buildings would play a lead or supporting role.
EERE-Buildings in a Lead Role
•
Develop protocols for quantifying emissions reductions from energy-efficiency building technologies and crediting them in SIPs. For example, EERE-Buildings could support modeling activities and the use of the IPMVP protocol for quantifying emissions reductions.
• Conduct analyses of the role of energy efficiency in integrated multi-pollutant reduction approaches. This study could be similar to that of the Interlaboratory Working Group (IWG 2000) and build upon the STAPPA/ALAPCO study (1999), but focus on multiple air quality emissions and be conducted either nationally or regionally.
• Conduct research and disseminate information on emerging energy-efficiency technologies and highefficiency building codes and appliances that noncompliance areas could adopt if they want to use energy efficiency as a compliance method. For example, EERE-Buildings could conduct research on new technologies that could enable buildings to exceed present building codes by 60% or that could enable appliances to be 60% more efficient than national or state appliance standards.
• Provide financial support and technical assistance to state and regional air quality officials on projects, infrastructure development, education, and training dealing with energy efficiency. For example, EEREBuildings could develop a guide on the best case studies evaluating energy-efficiency projects.
• Encourage each state energy agency to report on the environmental performance of its energy-efficiency programs (e.g., NYSERDA 2001 and Efficiency Vermont 2000) . For example, EERE-Buildings could examine existing and proposed contracts and agreements with state energy agencies to see if this recommendation could be required as part of the agreement.
EERE-Buildings in a Supporting Role
38
• Broaden awareness of energy efficiency projects as legitimate opportunities for Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) projects. Possible activities include: (1) surveying the use of energy efficiency projects in state SEPs; 39 (2) adding language to SEP guidelines to explicitly encourage efficiency projects, (3) adding efficiency projects to state lists of proposed projects that violators can turn to for ideas when they are negotiating with environmental agencies about potential SEPs; (4) developing tables of certifiable emissions reductions from energy-efficiency technologies and services; (5) preparing readerfriendly descriptions of energy-efficiency projects that could be written into settlements as SEPs; and (6) establishing pools of SEP funds for pollution prevention.
• Develop contingency strategies as part of SIPs, to address the uncertainties in projecting both emissionsproducing activities and emissions reductions associated with energy-efficiency projects.
EERE-Buildings staff would not be able to do all of this work by itself. In fact, as noted above, EEREBuildings may be a supporting partner, rather than a leader. EERE-Buildings staff would need to work closely with federal, regional, state, and local organizations to leverage funding and technical assistance. For example, EEREBuildings could work with the USEPA, federal land managers, and other USDOE offices and national laboratories (especially if energy efficiency is combined with renewable energy) at the federal level. At the regional level, EERE-Buildings could work with the Ozone Transport Commission, Western Interstate Energy Board, and the Western Regional Air Partnership. And at the state level, EERE-Buildings could work with state energy offices, state air quality/environmental agencies, state air regulators, and Native American organizations. State governments have often been the leaders in integrating environmental goals, and their inclusion in the design of federal programs is essential-both to leverage their expertise and to help ensure effective implementation. In all of these collaborations, EERE-Buildings should ensure the appropriate participation of both the private and nongovernmental sectors. A workshop to discuss the roles and responsibilities of different partners should be conducted to start the collaboration process. 38 Most likely, the USEPA or a state air quality agency will take the lead role. 39 The USEPA does not track SEPs that are included in state enforcement actions, unless the state is a co-plaintiff in a federal enforcement action (Cavalier 2002 ).
In conclusion, the USDOE has a significant opportunity (as well as challenge) facing it. Building energy efficiency represents a cost-effective and efficient solution for addressing many of today's air quality problems. The mission of DOE and EERE does not need to change significantly to take advantage of this opportunity. By applying EERE-Buildings' expertise, tools, and resources to this societal issue, this investment will lead to long-term benefits in future years.
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